Leader or Laggard: See Where Your Organization Stands in the Coming API Revolution

APIs are quickly emerging as the currency of the digital health economy and will dominate healthcare by 2023, according to new research. Yet many healthcare organizations are out-of-step with this fast-moving trend and are at risk of being left behind.
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Nearly 90% of healthcare stakeholders believe APIs are mission-critical or quite important to their business strategies but only 24% are using them at scale.

67% of providers project their organizations will be using APIs at scale in three years.

61% of payers project their organizations will be using APIs at scale in three years.

51% of healthcare tech vendors project their organizations will be using APIs at scale in three years.

Most healthcare stakeholders agree that spending on APIs will increase this year.

Yet barriers to adoption remain, including:
- Security
- Technical knowledge
- Technical infrastructure
- And Privacy

The clock is ticking for stragglers who haven’t embraced APIs.

Download the industry report to see where your organization stands and what you need to do to prepare for the coming API revolution. Or browse our API & Services Connection™ developer portal.
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